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Personalized news section for Hacker News - seehafer
====== jp1989 I'm really liking this! This is a really

simple, clean implementation. I'm having a good time trying
to solve the "problem" at hand. You have to question how
something like this is relevant, it's another aggregator of

news, but not the specific kind that exists. If you only read
the links and comments of this site then you'd never interact
with HN anyway... but you would if you're a HN user... I think

this will make more sense for those who are also users of
HN. Wish you all the best with it! ~~~ seehafer Thanks. I'm
actually considering calling it news.yc, haha. Your're right

though, I mean it's only helpful if you come here often. ------
wesgarrison This may be an unpopular opinion. But I
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